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Roller blinds and sunscreens are a popular and

stylish window covering that are particularly ideal

for large windows and unusual architectural

applications. Easy to operate, roller blinds are the

simple and understated choice that will

compliment your home environment.

With a wide range of fabric styles and weights to

choose from, you can utilise the incoming light to

create a desired effect. Add to this Somfy’s range of

discreet and quiet motorised systems and you’ll

have a completely automated, efficient window

covering solution.

At the ‘touch of a button’ you can adjust any or all

of the blinds in your home. The roller blinds can be

controlled by a wall switch or for ultimate

convenience by a hand held remote control. Either

way you can operate the blinds individually, as a

group or both. Your roller blinds will even roll up

and down automatically with a Somfy sun sensor or

timer control unit.

Roller Blinds
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Pleated Blinds
Roman blinds are sophisticated, contemporary window
coverings that protect your interiors from the sun,
whilst providing effective insulation from the incoming
heat. There are a range of fabrics and styles to choose
from, allowing you to create a variety of effects – from
understand style to the lavish and luxurious.
Constructed from a wide choice of fabrics, roman
blinds are also an ideal way to maintain privacy, whilst
visually enhancing your home environment.

Somfy motorisation dramatically improves the
functionally of your roman blinds and removes the
need for unsightly cords. The simple ‘touch of a
button’ operation will save you time and effort,
making blind adjustment a more streamlined process.

Operate your blinds with a hand held remote control
from anywhere in your home, or you can opt for a wall
switch operation. Either way blind adjustment can be
made individually, as a group, or both. With Somfy
sun sensor or day timer control your roman blinds will
extend and retract automatically as the sun comes and
goes, or at a designated time of day. Ultimate
convenience and comfort is at your fingertips.

Roman Blinds
Stay cool in summer and warm in winter. Pleated
blinds are an attractive and stylish window covering
that help insulate your home from the glare, heat and
cold whilst giving you an added sense of privacy.
When drawn up pleated blinds are extremely compact
so allow you to take maximum advantage of your
home’s surroundings. Pleated blinds are ideal for any
architectural application, including skylights, and are
available in a variety of styles.

With Somfy’s motorised systems you can enjoy the
convenience of a fully automated system without
detracting from the aesthetic of your blinds. Somfy
motors are specially designed to be completely
concealed in a small headrail so there is no need for
unsightly adjustment cords.

With the simple ‘touch of a button’ operation you can
choose to operate your blinds individually, as a group,
or both. You can even adjust the blinds without
leaving your chair with a hand held remote control.
And if that’s not enough, why not install a Somfy sun
sensor or timer control and leave your pleated blinds
to fully extend or retract automatically according to
the position of the sun or time of day.
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Curtains are a timeless and stylish window covering that

will compliment any home environment. With a wide

range of fabrics and styles to choose from, you can

utilise the incoming light to create a desired ambience,

whilst giving you an added sense of privacy.

Matching your curtains to your interior design, you add

texture, colour and style. Choose to have your curtains

powered by Somfy and you are adding another element

– beautiful quiet and controlled movement. Glystro, the

automated curtain system, brings a completely

new dimension to your home and its interiors. Open

and close your curtains or program them to your

favourite position, all at the touch of a button.

If you choose full automation, you can program your

curtains to open and close at pre-set times, providing

you with movement all day – even when you are not

at home. Manual operation is also possible, for

example during power cuts or if you misplace your

remote control.

Curtains
Aluminium and timber venetian blinds are an elegant

and highly effective way to mange light and heat in

the home and office environments. Timber venetian

blinds are available in a variety of subtle wood stains

or natural timbers, and create a gentle warmth and

ambience. They are also extremely durable and

versatile. For a high-tech or sleek appeal, choose from

a comprehensive range of aluminium venetian blinds.

With Somfy motorisation, complete control is at your

fingertips. At the touch of a button simply tilt the slats

open to allow some light to enter the room, tilt them

shut for absolute privacy, or lift them completely so

they are out of sight.

Somfy motors come encased in a standard sized

headrail so they won’t detract from the visual appeal

of your venetian blinds, and they are easily

controlled via our range of remote and wall mounted

controls, designed to provide the ultimate in comfort

and convenience.

Venetian Blinds
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Bring the cinema to your home with an automated projection

screen and blockout blinds. The latest in home theatre,

automated projection screens can be custom fitted to suit your

home, creating the perfect setting for your viewing!

With your projection screen motorised by Somfy, you will be

using world leading technology, providing you with quiet and

controlled movement. Our motors are small and remain

completely hidden from view, preserving the ambience and

adding to your experience.

The simple touch of a button on Somfy’s remotes will effortlessly

move your screen to the desired position. Automate your blinds,

and you can lower or raise them and your projection screen

simultaneously – it’s that easy!

Automation for Home Theatres
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Inis
Open and close your
blinds at the flick of
a switch

Opt for comfort, ease of use and

elegant design with a wall

control adapted to all styles of

interior decoration. Available in

wired and Radio Technology

Somfy™ (RTS) solutions, with

either a single or dual control switch.

Somfy Controllers

Centralis
Control all your blinds
at the same time

With centralised controls, one

touch is enough to set all your

blinds in motion.

Chronis
Program movement for
added comfort

Program the controls in advance

over a day or a week. With the

random setting, Chronis can

even simulate your presence

when nobody’s home. The

Chronis is also available in a

wireless Radio Technology

Somfy™ (RTS) version.

Telis
Operate your blinds from the comfort of your lounge

With a Telis hand held remote control you can open or close your blinds

without even leaving your chair.

Now with the ‘MY’ button,

your blinds can be

pre-programmed to

instantaneously return to

your favourite position.
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Somfy products are synonymous with innovation, excellent quality, safety and

durability. Each product is extensively tested before it leaves the factory.

Therefore, Somfy offers a 5 year warranty on all Somfy motors, electronic

controls and mechanical accessories.

Warranty

Somfy motors are made to the highest standards, from the finest materials.

They are specially designed to be completely concealed, which means Somfy

motors are out of sight, and hush, you can barely hear them! With Somfy’s

smart motorisation solutions you can be sure that life will be made easy!

Motors
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somfy.com.au
somfy.co.nz

SOMFY Pty Limited

Australia
Toll Free 1800 0 SOMFY
T (02) 9638 0744
F (02) 9638 0075
E somfy.au@somfy.com

New Zealand
Toll Free 0800 2 SOMFY
T (09) 419 4303
F (09) 419 4302
E somfy.nz@somfy.com
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